Want to break the habit?
We can show you the easier way to stop smoking.

FREE 4 WEEKS NRT* & GYM MEMBERSHIP*
To make an appointment call today on 01226 737077
Quit Shop Eldon Street in Barnsley Town Centre
or Barnsley Hospital on 01226 432423
Hospital Quit Shop, Outpatients Department, Barnsley Hospital
Pop in to make an appointment, Eldon Street Shop: Monday, Thursday and Friday 9.30am - 4.30pm
Tuesday and Wednesday 9.30am - 7.00pm Saturday 9.30am - 1.00pm
Or at Barnsley Hospital Outpatients Department: Monday to Friday 9.00am - 5.00pm

www.stopsmokingbarnsley.nhs.uk

Make this your last…

Find us on facebook
*Terms and conditions apply. Call the service for more information.
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Stephen Wragg
Chairman
steve.wragg@nhs.net

Welcome to
Barnsley
Hospital
News
It’s been a busy start to 2012 with
lots of new and exciting
developments and initiatives
across Barnsley Hospital.
Firstly, it’s a very warm welcome to
our new governors and non executive
directors. Four new members have
joined the governing council, and we
have two new non-executives on the
trust board (see page 6).
Together, they bring a wealth of
knowledge and experience from their
individual backgrounds and careers
which I know will make a huge
contribution to the running and
management of our hospital.
Hopefully, you’ve not failed to notice
the hospital’s new and improved
website! It’s as important that we are
accessible as possible, and the website
is a significant tool in communicating
with our patients and visitors,
providing them with useful and up-todate information about the hospital.
If you haven’t already, please take a

look – www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk –
it’s easy to navigate, really useful in the
run-up to your appointment or visit
and what’s more, you can tell us what
you think!
Staying with the ‘new’ theme, the
hospital is proactively helping staff who
have been on long-term sickness
absence back to work. This is very
important, not just for the hospital but
for the staff themselves. Under the new
initiative, clinical staff are able to return
as productive ward facilitators, giving
them the opportunity to use their skills
in a new way and enabling nurses to
spend more time with patients. (Find
out more on page 7).
You’ll remember our disappointment
at the Care Quality Commission’s (CQC)
concerns about nutritional standards at
the hospital and indeed, our plan to do
something about it. I’m delighted to
report that following a re-inspection,
the CQC has praised the systems and
processes we have put in place to

ensure that patients’ individual dietary
needs around food and drink are being
met.
Furthermore, in January we
demonstrated our commitment to
nutrition by supporting ‘Nutrition and
Hydration Week’ – an opportunity to
press home the raft of measures we
have put in place to ensure the
nutritional needs of all our patients are
met, all of the time. You’ll find more
about the special week and our
activities on page 4.
2012 promises to be a successful year
for Barnsley Hospital, and of course,
the Olympics are coming! Speaking of
which, the hospital’s ‘Healthy
Workplace Scheme’ has been awarded
an Inspire mark by the London 2012
Inspire programme. Our scheme
motivates and supports physical health,
healthy eating, mental health and
smoking prevention among our staff.
Gold medals all round!
Steve

Contacting the hospital
Switchboard 01226 730000
Appointments 01226 434343
Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) 01226 432430

Useful numbers
Out of hours GP service 03332 00 5274
Information on GPs and dentists 01226 327176
Stop Smoking Service 01226 737007
Weightwise Barnsley 01226 433099
Governors’ Office Barnsley 01226 435000
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Got a story
Ring 01226 432301 or
email communications.barnsley@nhs.net
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Chief Nurse back on wards to
support nutrition message
In January hospital bosses
backed ‘nutrition and
hydration week’ by helping out
during meal times on the
wards. Chief Nurse, Heather
Mcnair – along with the
organisation’s chief executive,
top nurses, senior managers
and dieticians – offered extra
help at meal times to
emphasise the trust’s
commitment to nutrition.
Other nutrition and hydration
week activities included:
▲ The launch of a new nutrition
policy that outlines all roles and
responsibilities of hospital staff
around patient nutrition
▲ The hospital dietetics team were
in the staff dining room during
lunch times with the latest
nutrition training information
▲ All wards completed additional
nutrition screening and
hydration audits during the week
▲ The roll out of ‘nutritional status
at a glance’ for all patients.
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Vicky Peverelle, acting director of
quality said, “This campaign is very
timely as we have recently
introduced a number of new
systems across the trust in response
to last year’s concerns raised by the
Care Quality Commission (CQC)
about our nutritional standard. We
took it very seriously and are
pleased that the CQC has
acknowledged our significant
improvements.”
A final report, published in
December by the CQC, found that
the hospital is now fully compliant
following a re-inspection to check it
was meeting nutritional standards.
The report praises the systems and
processes that have been put into
place to ensure that patients’
individual dietary needs around
food and drink are met.
Above: Chief Nurse Heather Mcnair
chats with a patient while her meal
is being prepared.
Right: Vicky Peverelle, acting director
of quality, helps to feed patients.
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

Molly’s a ‘little miracle’ to mum Vanessa

Baby love
Mum of three Vanessa Stuart had
the fairy tale wedding in the
Caribbean at the end of last year.
Her marriage to Brad, 25, was a cause
for celebration in more ways than one
– in summer last year Vanessa
completed treatment for cancer which
was discovered just before she gave
birth to her youngest daughter, Molly,
at Barnsley Hospital in July 2010.

‘

My mum was
given between
six and nine
months to live…

’

Vanessa, 27, says, “She’s my little
miracle – if I hadn’t been pregnant the
lump in my cervix might not have been
found until I had my next smear test
which wasn’t due for more than two
years.”
The wedding day was all the more
poignant for Vanessa whose mum Sally
died, aged 48, of lung cancer on
Christmas Day 2009. She had also
battled cervical cancer at Vanessa’s age.

“My mum was given
between six and nine months
to live,” explains Vanessa. “She
got married three weeks after
being told the news and I wore
her dress for my own wedding
– it is a beautiful, big ivory
dress with a big train and lots
of sequins and beads!”
Vanessa, of Stairfoot, has two
other daughters, Brooke, three,
and six-year-old Tyler. She had
a tough labour with Molly, and
can’t speak highly enough of
the care she received at Barnsley’s
maternity unit.
“I was in labour for 26 hours and
Molly was lying spine to spine,” says
Vanessa. “I nearly had a caesarean but
in the end delivered her normally. The
two midwives with me, one was a
trainee, were really good – they put me
at ease and calmed me down and there
was a lot of humour to help keep me
relaxed.”
Brad’s mum, Jaki Bentley, supported
Vanessa at the birth. Jaki said, “All the
midwives were absolutely brilliant. It
was a traumatic time but nothing was
too much trouble – they were
fabulous.”
The lump in Vanessa’s cervix had
been discovered, the day before she
gave birth, by her community midwife.
The Barnsley team was alerted and
after having Molly, Vanessa was
referred to the hospital’s gynaecology
department for tests. A long treatment

programme followed including surgery
– a hysterectomy carried out at the
Hallamshire Hospital, Sheffield – and
then 25 sessions of radiotherapy and
five sessions of chemotherapy at
Weston Park, Sheffield.
Speaking of her treatment Vanessa
said, “It was a long few months and
very difficult at times. It felt like Molly’s
first year had been snatched away from
her because I was so tired.”
Vanessa and Brad, a self-employed
electrician, have been supported over
the last few months by their family –
more than 20 of whom made the
journey with them to the Dominican
Republic in December. The couple
renewed their wedding vows in
Barnsley this month (February).
Vanessa adds, “Everyone’s been
brilliant, especially Jaki, Brad’s mum,
and my step-dad Martin. It has been
hard, but I’ve had a recent check up
and was told everything looks fine.”

Hospital workers to make mark for Olympics
Barnsley Hospital’s healthy workplace
scheme has been granted the Inspire
mark by the London 2012 Inspire
programme.
The programme recognises
innovative and exceptional projects
that are directly inspired by the 2012
Olympic and Paralympic Games.
The hospital’s healthy workplace
scheme motivates and supports
physical health, healthy eating, mental
health and smoking prevention for all
its employees.
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

This year the programme will be
improved by offering a range of 2012
themed activities based on getting
more physically active in the run up to
the 2012 Games.
Seb Coe, Chair of the London
Organising Committee of the Olympic
Games and Paralympic Games said,
“The Inspire programme is ensuring
the legacy of the 2012 Games starts now
as projects like the healthy workplace
scheme is enabling staff at Barnsley
Hospital to make positive life changes.”

Dr Rajeev Gupta, a consultant
paediatrician and chair of the healthy
workplace scheme said, “It is a great
honour for our programme to be
recognised and given the 2012 Inspire
mark – it is a credit to the work we have
already implemented through the
healthy workplace programme.
“We look forward to encouraging
more colleagues to embrace their
physical health and get involved with
the 2012 Games inspired activities that
will be on offer.”
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MP’s Christmas visit

Two new
Non Executive
Directors join
the hospital
In January the Board
welcomed two new non
executive directors. Steve
Houghton and Suzy Brain
England join the hospital’s top
team with a wealth of
experience in the public and
private sectors.
Chairman of Barnsley
Hospital Foundation NHS
Trust, Stephen Wragg, said, “I
am delighted that both Suzy
and Steve will be joining the
Board in January. The
collective board experience
that they bring to the hospital
is both impressive and
remarkable. The Board is really
looking forward to working
with them both in the coming
years to ensure Barnsley
Hospital continues to offer
first class services.”

Dan Jarvis visited ward 19 and the children’s ward as part of his Care at Christmas campaign.
He is pictured here with staff from ward 19.

Barnsley FC brings
Christmas cheer to
children’s ward

Barnsley
people elect
new hospital
governors
In the latest round of Governor
Elections six governing council
members were re-elected and
four candidates were newly
elected. These are:
▲ Margaret Richardson,
Public Constituency B
▲ Derek Carpenter,
Public Constituency D
▲ Dillon Sykes,
Public Constituency D
▲ Gwyn Morritt,
Nursing and Midwifery
Constituency (staff)
We welcome them to the
hospital and look forward to
working with them. We would
also like to thank Governors
Bill Joice, Eric Livesey and Ann
O’Brien, who left us at the end
of December, for their terrific
contribution to the Trust.

Barnsley Football Club management and players took time between training to visit the children’s ward
and give out presents to those unlucky enough to be in hospital over Christmas.
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New initiative helps staff back to work
Barnsley Hospital has
been recognised for its
innovative idea for
helping clinical staff to
return from long-term
sickness absence.
The Trust features as a
case study of good example,
which can be downloaded as
a brochure, on the National
Institute of Innovation and
Improvement’s website.
The initiative invites
clinical staff who are ready
to come back to work, but
not able to return to their
normal clinical duties, to
take up the role of
Productive Ward Facilitators.
By taking up this role, staff
support ward teams to
increase the pace of
implementation of the
Productive Ward Programme
which focuses on improving
ward processes and
environments, ultimately

helping nurses to spend
more time on patient care.
It also eases clinical staff
gently back into work, which
can sometimes be difficult,
and gives them an
opportunity to use their
existing skills in a new way.
The Trust’s Productive
Ward lead, Tracey Bostwick,
and HR lead, Allen Hitchen,
came up with the innovative
idea, when they recognised
that wards were finding it
difficult to free staff to
participate in the
programme.
Barnsley Hospital’s
Productive Ward Facilitator,
Sarah Firth says, “I’m
clinical, it’s all I’ve ever done
and I thought the role would
never suit me. Having a
clinical background though
has really helped and given
me more credibility. I’m
really enjoying the role and

am proud of the work I have
done to help ward teams
implement The Productive
Ward.”
“This is a win/win
situation for all concerned”
adds Heather Mcnair, Chief
Nurse at the Trust. “The
facilitators provide vital
support for the programme
at no additional cost to the
Trust. In fact, by taking
people off long-term sick, we
have identified that we are
saving the organisation
around £48,000 in sickness
payments.”
The initiative has proved
to be successful, enabling
the Trust to move forward
with the programme more
quickly than they would
have been able to otherwise.
It has also been valuable for
the staff involved, many of
whom have now returned to
their normal clinical duties.
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Barnsley
Hospital’s
website
re-vamped
In January Barnsley
Hospital launched a new
revamped website to aid
patients, visitors and staff.
The improved structure
makes it easier for
patients to find the
information they need
before a visit to the
hospital, such as parking,
what to bring or a leaflet
on a specific health
condition.
The ‘news’ section is
also interactive to
encourage more people to
give feedback to the
hospital about their
experiences, whether
positive or negative.
It also includes a
comprehensive guide to
all the services offered at
the hospital and provides
key practical information
such as public transport
details, ward telephone
numbers and visiting
times across the hospital.

Tell us
your story

The Manchester Reed Trio.

Festive music on the wards
In December patients in wards at the
hospital were treated to a small concert by
the charity ‘Music in Hospitals’.
The Manchester Reed Trio visited the
Children’s Ward and the Care of the Elderly
Ward and performed two concerts
consisting of Christmas songs, show song
arrangements, some light classical pieces
and songs requested by patients.
Janet Carbutt-Lang, Patient & Public
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Involvement Officer at the hospital said,
“The performances were outstanding and
lifted spirits of patients, visitors and staff
too on the run up to Christmas. I’d like to
thank the Manchester Reed Trio on behalf
of everybody who enjoyed their visit to the
hospital.
“We know that music can be therapeutic
and I definitely think that was the case for
some of our patients.”

We are looking for
patients to let us know
their experiences at the
hospital (good or bad) for
a day of patients’ stories
taking place in May. If you
have a story you would
like to tell please contact
Janet on 01226 436302.

Thanks from
patients
Last year we recorded a
total of 5,708
compliments in thank you
cards, letters of
appreciation, gifts and
money donations.
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Staff provide invaluable service to patients – and so much more

The ‘voices’ of Barnsley
Barnsley Hospital’s switchboard answers a staggering 16,500 calls a week. Imagine that!
And when administration manager Joanne Smith started
working as a night telephonist on the switchboard 13 years
ago, the volume stood at 70,000 a week.
Since then, direct dial telephone lines have been introduced
which along with other developments have substantially
reduced the number of calls made to Barnsley’s switchboard.
Nevertheless, 16,500 is some number and
it helps demonstrate the role the
switchboard plays in the day-today running of the hospital.
Joanne explains, “It’s more
appropriate to describe the
switchboard as a contact centre – it’s the hub of the hospital.
It’s a 24-hour service operating
365 days a year and does so
much more than you might
expect.”
Situated behind the hospital’s main
reception, the switchboard is
home to a team of full and
part-time workers providing a vital roundthe-clock service. As
well as answering all
routine enquiries,
the
operators
respond to emergency calls and
alert the relevant
people and clinicians to major
incidents, fires
on and off site
and any other
emergency situation which can
include cardiac
arrest calls for
patients and visitors.
The
switchboard
also acts as the link
between
Barnsley
Hospital and the
town’s other local hospitals and health centres,
Administration manager
Joanne Smith
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providing a wider service to the
Barnsley health community. It
responds to alarms that can be
triggered by a variety of departments across the hospital and
health community sites.
As a first port of call, the
switchboard team is adept at
dealing with people and boasts a
wide knowledge of the hospital
and its processes and procedures. The same skills come into
play at the appointments centre
and main reception desk where
the staff are also managed by
Joanne.
The appointments centre
operates Monday to Friday,
8am-7pm, taking calls from
patients who need to book routine appointments. Staff also
book transport for patients who
require it, and follow up bookings nearer the time of appointments to help prevent DNAs (do
not attends) and to ensure that
transport is still needed.
The main reception is open
8am-8pm, offering a ‘meet and
greet’ service to patients and visitors and directing them to
wards and clinics throughout
the hospital. Staff here also deal
with admissions, entering
patients’ details on the administration system and locating
patients’ notes for the ward or
department to where they are
being admitted. This role transfers to the switchboard during
out of hours.
Joanne adds, “We are looking
at how we can improve our systems to make things better for
both patients and staff. This
includes a new appointments
system which in time would link
to the switchboard, and things
like texting patients to remind
them about appointments and
help reduce the number of
DNAs.”

Pauline Stanley, 56
Appointments
“I joined Barnsley three years
ago from a call centre which
has helped me perform the
role and duties I carry out
now. Having a calm, relaxing
voice helps to quell patients’
anxieties when discussing any
queries or problems they may
be facing with their
appointments.
“The appointments centre
not only deals with
appointments but also has
contact with GPs, A&E
and other specialist
clinics within the
hospital.
“I love the job and
the brilliant crowd I
work with, and find it
rewarding knowing
that I have helped
promote to the public
the caring image of
the hospital.”

www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

Hospital

The hospital’s main recorded ‘voice’ is set to change
later this year when a new system comes in.
The switchboard team will still be behind the calls,
of course! The winner of the competition to be the
recorded voice of Barnsley Hospital will be
announced shortly on our website.

Melanie Pinder, 39

Eileen Woodbridge, 64

Kathryn Lees, 28

Switchboard

Main reception

Appointments/Switchboard

“I work nights on the switchboard – 10pm
to 8am – and it suits me as I’m a single
parent. I came to Barnsley from the
Northern General, Sheffield where I worked
its switchboard for five years, so I brought
plenty of experience with me.
“We’re busy through the night, taking
calls and dealing with admissions coming
into the hospital. I put the details of the
patients being admitted on the hospital’s
patient administration system.
“I also deal with other hospitals,
Mount Vernon, Keresforth
and Kendray, and any
emergency calls
through the night. It’s
a different job on
nights from the day
shift and I enjoy it
very much!”

“I know the hospital pretty well – I’ve
worked here 22 years, the last 12 on main
reception! I meet and greet people
coming into the hospital and during the
day make sure details of patients who are
being admitted, discharged or transferred
are put on the administration system.
There’s plenty going on during my shift
and you have to deal with whatever
comes in – you can’t pre-empt it but
that’s what I like about the job.
“You’ve also got to have the
right attitude and
personality to deal with
such a variety of
people who can be
anxious, upset or a
bit vague – and you
have to respond to
that.”

“I’ve got a dual role, working in the
appointments centre and helping on
switchboard when I’m needed. It’s part
of seeing how we can work differently
to deliver our services for patients. I
do a lot of admin for both
departments – rotas and keeping
information up to date – as well as
being on the end of a telephone.
“I used to work in reception roles at
another hospital and that gave me a
lot of experience in helping
patients.
“It’s so important to talk
in the right way with
patients who are on the
end of the phone – it’s
quite a skill to do that
when you can’t see
them.”

Pauline Stanley,
Appointments

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Eileen Woodbridge,
Main reception

Kathryn Lees,
Appointments/Switchboard
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Are you scared to replace
those old dentures?
Dentures
should be
replaced
between
5-10 years
At APPLE DENTURE CLINIC we offer revolutionary
Comfort impressions for full dentures. Mrs H. remarked,
“If I had known how easy it was, I would have come years ago”
After training at the University of Bern, we are
now certified to provide ‘Tailor made dentures’
from your registered Clinical Dental Technician

Are your dentures always loose?
Dental implants now also available – ask for more details.
23 New Street, Barnsley S70 1RZ. Telephone: 01226 734800
www.a-dentureclinic.co.uk
PLEASE CALL IN OR PHONE US FOR A FREE DENTURE ASSESSMENT
AND www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk
CONSULTATION
BARNSLEYHOSPITALnews
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Barnsley team works to improve patient care

A wealth of research
Barnsley Hospital is proving a
mighty force in the world of
research and development.
Some 130 research projects, including 50 clinical trials, are currently
underway – a significant number for a
district general hospital like Barnsley.
All the research work is co-ordinated
and managed by the hospital’s R&D department: a
team of 20 staff led by
director of research and
development Professor
Stuart Parker whose
expertise is in ageing and
the care of older people.
Prof Parker has recently
completed a Europeanwide project, led by
Sheffield
University,
which will inform the
European Commission
about future research
into ageing. He says,
“Barnsley’s role in this
project shows the reach
and scope of what we do
as a department and the
international reputation
we can demonstrate.”
Prof Parker and colleagues are set to
launch a new study within Barnsley
Hospital looking at how the built or
physical environment impacts on older
people receiving acute care. The scope
of the project includes Mount Vernon
Hospital and residential care settings
where researchers will undertake an

‘

architectural evaluation of the environment.
“The project will look at the factors
within the environment which affect
the quality of care,” says Prof Parker.
“Our recommendations will have direct
relevance for the services involved and
potentially across the NHS.”
Funding for research at
Barnsley comes from a
variety of sources and is
led by R&D coordinator
Jeff Bailey. “There are several avenues for us to
explore
for
funding
including the National
Institute
for
Health
Research (NIHR) and its
Research for Patient
Benefit
programme,”
explains Jeff. “Other channels include charities and
European funding.”
Patients at Barnsley
Hospital also take part in
large, multi-centre commercial trials where new
drugs and treatments are
tested. Whatever the
research, every project is
controlled by ‘research governance’ – a
series of processes and measures which
ensure projects are properly approved
and run correctly.
As Mike Bramall, research governance officer, says, “Research governance is there to protect the patient,
staff and the researcher.”

The project
will look at
the factors
within the
environment
which affect
the quality
of care.

’

Managing long-term
conditions
Barnsley Hospital is playing a pivotal role
in a £20 million research programme
jointly funded by the NIHR and a South
Yorkshire partnership of health and
university organisations.
Collaboration for Leadership in Applied
Health Research and Care (CLAHRC) is a
five-year programme (due to end
September 2013) which is investigating,
among other areas of health care, the selfmanagement of five long-term conditions:
depression, diabetes, obesity, stroke and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD).
Research fellow Dr Christine Smith
explains, “The length of the programme
enables us to look at these conditions in
depth, find the best ways of self-managing
them and then look at how you get the
research into practice and actually working
on the front line.
“It’s all about putting patients at the
centre of their care while at the same time
making the NHS system more efficient.”
The programme’s work on obesity
involves the South Yorkshire Cohort
project which aims to follow the lives of
20,000 adults in South Yorkshire. In the
next couple of months, the project will
start to recruit patients from Barnsley who
will be asked to complete questionnaires
about their health and lifestyle.
This information will help researchers
gain up-to-date information on changes in
the health and weight of people in South
Yorkshire, and will paint a picture of how
adults use the NHS and other health
services.

news

SMILE course launched
This month cancer patients and
survivors in Barnsley are set to benefit
from the new Self Management to
Improve Life Experience (or SMILE)
course.
The six week rolling programme aims to
enable cancer survivors to regain normality
and to empower them to self manage their
health and healthcare needs.
Katie Hopkins, cancer information
manager who delivers the course said, “Many
of the areas that patients and survivors
identified as needing more support in are not
obviously health related but can have an
overall impact on someone’s wellbeing such
as information on benefits or advice on
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

beauty therapies to address some of the side
effects of chemotherapy.”
Patients and survivors can attend the 6
week course or pick from the topics that are
important to them such as:
▲ how to cope with fatigue and stress and
improve sleep patterns,
▲ general exercise, coping strategies,
▲ benefits and welfare advice,
▲ communication with family, friends and
professionals,
▲ healthy eating
▲ complementary and beauty therapies.
For further information about the course, or
to book a place, contact Alison Spencer on
01226 433979.
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Healthwise
second
birthday
In January this year
Healthwise, Barnsley’s
mobile cancer
information unit,
celebrated a second year
of being out and about in
the borough offering
information and advice
about the disease.
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Barnsley campaign to raise
awareness of breast cancer
in older women

A new awareness-raising campaign has been
launched in Barnsley, bringing together health
professionals and volunteers from across the
town to help reduce the number of older
women who die from breast cancer.

Barnsley is one of only seven areas in England
to be chosen by the National Awareness and
Early Diagnosis Initiative (NAEDI) to be part
of its ‘Be Clear on Cancer’
campaign to increase early
awareness of breast cancer
symptoms for women over
70.
Around one in three
women with breast
cancer in the UK are
over 70 and over half
of annual deaths
from the illness
occur in women of
this age group. In
Barnsley around 45
women over 70 years
are diagnosed with breast
cancer each year.
With an estimated 20 per
cent of breast cancer cases in
older women diagnosed as
emergencies, the NHS and

leading cancer charities have
identified increased awareness
of symptoms and earlier
diagnosis of breast cancer as
key to improving survival rates
and saving lives.
Dr Renu Bindra, Public
Health Consultant in Barnsley
said, “Older women with breast
cancer are more likely to be
diagnosed late, which lowers
their chance of survival.
Research shows that women
over 70 are less aware of their
risk and often delay seeing
their doctor when they develop
symptoms, particularly nonlump symptoms.”
“We are asking women to be
more breast aware and to
notice any changes. One in
three women who get breast
cancer are over 70, so don’t
assume you or your mum are
past it – if there are any

symptoms, go and see the
doctor immediately. The earlier
women see their doctor and
the earlier they are diagnosed,
the more successful treatment
is likely to be.”
Possible signs of breast cancer
include:
▲ A lump in your breast or
armpit
▲ Nipple changes
▲ Changes to the skin of your
breast
▲ Changes in the shape or size
of your breast
▲ Pain in your breast or armpit
NHS Barnsley has teamed up
with Age UK, Berneslai Homes
and Care Homes to deliver the
campaign over the next 10
weeks. They will work with
older people’s groups and local
organisations to help older
women recognise signs and
symptoms.

Celebrating 5 years of Bosom Buddies
in Barnsley Hospital
Lynette Myatt had a mastectomy at
the age of 39 and 20 years on she is
celebrating the 5th anniversary of
the breast cancer support group
she helped set up at Barnsley
Hospital, with the women’s services
matron at the time, Josie Foster.
“It’s called Bosom Buddies, because
‘bosom’ represents the breast cancer,
but also because that’s what most
people who attend the group end up
being; the best of friends - the ladies
named the group themselves.”
Bosom Buddies is a free, social, breast
cancer support group where members
meet every month and take part in
social activities such as fun days out to
the seaside, shopping in York,
aromatherapy sessions or tea in a local
pub.
Lynette explains, “We don’t talk about
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anything medical – it is a social group,
but that too can help with healing
through moral support and sharing with
others who have had similar
experiences, which is important as
patients can sometimes really feel quite
isolated after treatment.”
It all started when Lynette worked as a
volunteer at the hospital, visiting
patients who had a mastectomy and
requested to chat or see someone who
had also been through the same.
“I would trot along and see them for a
friendly chat and I hope that they found
me inspiring. I remember a lady who
had a mastectomy came to visit me after
my operation all those years ago and I
remember thinking God she looks great,
I could be like that!”
The group is free to breast cancer
patients, as are all the social activities.

Lynette has worked tirelessly, along with
members and volunteers, for the past
five years to fund the group by
organising a range of charity events and
activities and holding lots of tombolas.
“Raising the funds gets harder and
harder but I am really proud that we
continue to rally round and that we have
kept going as a group for the past 5
years. I don’t think there are many
groups out there that have achieved this
without external funding or backing. In
the last couple of years we’ve even raised
enough for some leaflets for patients so
they can find out more about the group.”
Bosom Buddies meetings take place
on the first Wednesday of every month
7pm - 9pm and approximately 30
members attend each meeting. To join
Bosom Buddies or for more information
call Lynette on 07804768565.
www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk

New chapter for library and resource centre
Over the past year many changes
have taken place in the Library
and Resource Centre (LRC). We
hope this article will update you
about the role of the LRC and our
services.
The LRC supports staff with their
workplace knowledge and information
needs, their personal development and
also service developments based on
evidence-based practice.
The LRC is part of the Learning and
Development Department. The LRC
has an active Library User Group which
consists of members who represent
their colleagues to ensure the LRC
offers the most effective services. At
our review in October we achieved a
score of 85% and hope to score even
better in the next review.
We are based on the ground floor of
the Education Centre and offer a
convenient place to work and study.
The LRC is open Monday-Friday
8.30am-6pm.
There is also a silent study/meeting
room in Room 3 of the Education
Centre. This room can be booked one
week in advance through the Education
Centre Reception Office.
There are nine PCs available in the
LRC connected to the BHNFT system
with the usual Microsoft Office
applications. A scanner is also
available.
We have a wide collection of health
care and professional books available in
the LRC and we always welcome
suggestions for purchase. The form to

do this is available on our LRC intranet
pages or in the LRC. Our library
catalogue is available on our intranet
pages and on the internet at
Http://bdgh.nhslibraries.com
All NHS staff can apply for an NHS
Athens password which gives access to
a wide range of electronic health

intranet pages or within the LRC.
If an item is not available in the LRC,
or through the NHS Evidence
resources, we can usually supply the
item on request through our document
delivery service. To do this, we have
links with many other regional NHS
libraries and also the British Library
Document Supply Centre which is
based near Wetherby.
We work in partnership with the
Barnsley Public Library service on a
number of projects, including the
Library Readers Group. New members
to this group are always welcome.
Members receive the chosen book each
month to read then meet up to share
their thoughts about the book.
Meetings are usually on the third
Monday of each month between 56pm.
Please let us know if you have any
queries about our services, the LRC
staff are always ready to help you.
Contact details: internal extension
2653. External 01226 2653
Email: Barnsleylibrary@nhs.net

Equality Delivery System
databases, full-text journals and
e-books. The LRC librarian offers
training sessions to help staff make the
most of these resources.
The LRC librarian also undertakes
literature searches to support patient
care, evidence-based practice or service
developments. Forms are available to
request literature searches on the LRC

Barnsley Hospital has adopted the Equality
Delivery System (EDS) to ensure that all
our patients can find out about, contact,
enter and use our services equally and that
a good experience is had by all.
The new system will embed equality
into everything the hospital does and will
be assessed and measured by patients
through our local community links.
The EDS information will be published
on a monthly basis.

‘To be the best quality, most highly regarded care provider in the United Kingdom’

Nursing • Dementia • Palliative • Residential
Respite • Short Breaks • Day Care
Specially designed accommodation offering care, privacy, independence and security.
Our aim at Water Royd House is to provide a homely atmosphere so that all our residents, families, staff
and visitors feel welcome and wanted and that we deliver the best, most professional care there is.

WATER ROYD HOUSE NURSING HOME
& MEMORY LANE DEMENTIA UNIT
Locke Road, Gilroyd, Barnsley, S75 3QH • Tel: 01226 281389
We have a dedicated, qualified team, whose commitment is to ensure that
the residents’ wellbeing and comfort is top priority.

Why not come along for a visit or contact us to find out more
about the quality care we provide.

www.mmcgcarehomes.co.uk
We believe that moving into a care home should be a change of life, not life changing
Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

Part of the Maria Mallaband
Care Group, a privately
owned quality care operator.
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Celebrating the BRILLIANT
Barnsley Hospital has introduced
a new way of paying tribute to its
staff, by introducing the monthly
BRILLIANT Staff Awards.
Two awards are handed out each
month – one celebrates a ‘top team’ in
the hospital and the second honours
an individual member of staff.
Chief Executive, Paul O’Connor said,
“The new awards have been
introduced to recognise our valued
and dedicated staff that work so
incredibly hard to make a real
difference to our patients’ lives daily.”

Winners so far...
In November Katherine Sowden
won by receiving multiple nominations
for her work leading a project that
implemented a new and improved
laboratory testing system in the
hospital.
In December Emma Lavery took
home the award for her drive and
commitment shown during the
planning for the national day of
industrial action in November.
The oral health secretarial team
won the first top team accolade, their
nomination paid homage to their
‘dogged determination and team spirit’
for embracing digital technology for
typing clinic work.
The bed management team was
awarded in December for their
commitment to managing all aspects
that ensure patients are admitted and
discharged to and from hospital safely
during a busy period.
And in January, the switchboard
team pipped a raft of nominations to
take the team award (read all about
them on pages 8 & 9) and senior
technician Pat Rockliff, who has
worked at the hospital for 32 years,
won the individual award for her work
to ensure new theatre equipment trays
(for use during operations) went
smoothly.

Above: The oral health secretarial team with
chairman, Steve Wragg.
Left: Emma Lavery with chairman, Steve Wragg.
Below left: Katherine Snowden with
chairman, Steve Wragg.
Below, second from left: Pat Rockliff with deputy
chairman, Frances Patten and her colleagues.
Bottom: The bed management team with
members of the Board.

Well done to all the winners!
Staff, patients and visitors to the
hospital can nominate individuals
and teams for the Brilliant Staff
Awards by e-mailing
communications.barnsley@nhs.net
and explaining in no more than 100
words why that member of staff or
team should win that month.
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Charity works to benefit patients and staff

That’s what Friends are for
For more than 30 years, the Friends of
Barnsley Hospitals have worked
tirelessly to support patients and staff.
The charity has raised more than
£260,000 towards a range of equipment
and improvements at all of the town’s
hospitals: Barnsley, Mount Vernon and
Kendray.

Today, the Friends has nine volunteers
including chairman Keith Stuart-Clarke
who has worked with the charity for
seven years, almost three as chairman.
“The aim of the Friends is to work for
the benefit of patients and staff at all of
Barnsley’s hospitals,” says Keith.
“Through our efforts we can buy things
– the extras – that cannot be
funded in the normal way –
that’s where we come in.”
The Friends fundraise
throughout the year, staging
regular craft shops and
concerts. Collecting tins in
the general hospital and
other venues in Barnsley
help boost funds, as do
donations made by
individuals.
Another key fundraiser is
a staff lottery where the
monthly prize money is split

A word from Joe Unsworth,
Since we became a Foundation Trust
our governors have established links
with governors from other
Foundation Trusts, both nationally
and regionally.
Meeting governors from other FTs is
useful and important. It enables us to pick
up some good ideas, generally share good
practice, and become more effective
governors.
We are a member of the Foundation
Trust Governors Association. This national
body has 88 members (over 60% of the
current total of 141 FTs), represents over
3000 governors and over a million
members nationwide. With this
representation the FTGA has significant
influence with the Department of Health
and with politicians of all parties.
The FTGA produces training publications
for every governor of member Trusts, has a
useful website and holds two national
development days per year. There are also
special interest network meetings. Barnsley
governors have attended development day
meetings and meetings of both the
experienced governor and the staff
governor networks.
Quite separately from the FTGA,
Foundation Trusts in the Yorkshire and
Humber region hold two regional meetings

between the winner and the charity.
In the last year (2011-2012), the
Friends’ fundraising has included:
▲ £2,150 for brightly-coloured sofas and
chairs in the children’s ward at
Barnsley
▲ £4,260 for specialist chairs and tables
in the chest clinic waiting areas
▲ £479.60 for ‘pill timers’ which ensure
elderly patients receive their
medication at regular intervals
▲ £400 for new toys for children being
treated in the day surgery unit.
Keith adds, “We’re very keen to do
something this year and in future years
at Mount Vernon and Kendray and
would be pleased to hear from staff with
any ideas as to how we can help them
out.”
The Friends of Barnsley Hospitals are
also looking for new volunteers. To find
out more, contact Keith at
stuart1948@yahoo.co.uk

lead governor

per year. The particular advantage of these
regional meetings over national meetings is
that the travelling distances are much
shorter and more governors can attend.
Barnsley Hospital hosted the most recent
meeting of Foundation Trust governors
from Yorkshire and the Humber in late
October last year. This regional biannual meeting was the first ever to
be held in Barnsley.
More than 40 delegates, including
governors from 12 other Foundation
Trusts, were welcomed to the event
by chairman, Stephen Wragg.
The theme of the day was the
implications of the new commissioning
arrangements to be brought in by the
Health & Social Care Bill, currently going
through the House of Lords.
Andy Buck, Chief Executive of the PCT
Cluster NHS South Yorkshire & Bassetlaw,
spoke on the role and impact of the clinical
commissioning groups. This was followed
by a presentation from Barnsley Hospital
Chief Executive, Paul O’Connor, on what
the new commissioning arrangements
mean for Foundation Trusts. After this,
delegates broke into groups to discuss the
key implications for Foundation Trusts and
governors.
In the afternoon session Stephen Wragg

gave an update on the Health & Social Care
Bill, followed by the breakout groups using
a technique called a “conversation cafe” to
identify the skills and training required by
governors. Andy Radka, who facilitated the
event, arranged for the results to be typed
up for circulation to all the representatives
attending.
There was general agreement that the
day had been very successful both as a
learning experience and as an important
opportunity to network with governors
from other Foundation Trusts. This meeting
was also an opportunity to showcase
Barnsley Hospital FT, and the feedback
from the delegates was very positive.
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